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Introduction 
When studying real algebra under Scott’s topological interpretation [4], one 
encounters formulae which behave much as they do when classically interpreted. 
Among these are predicates M(x,, . . . , x,) obeying either 
(I) IIMcf)II = int@ E w~ :Mcf(p))> 
for all continuous f : uo + [w “, or 
(II) IlM..M = GJ E wm :MCf@))) 
for all continuous f: of3 --, R”. These predicates deserve attention because one 
can give necessary, sufficient, and decidable conditions for the truth in Scott’s 
model of sentences constructed in certain ways from such predicates (see [5]). 
The most complicated sentences analyzed in [5] look like 
v_X (M(x) + 3y N(x, y)), 
where M obeys (II) and N obeys (I). A concrete example of such a sentence is 
vxo ** *vx, ( x,-CO& -&i,o + 3y i=O ( O<y<l&~x,y'=O ) i=O 
which corresponds to the intermediate value theorem for polynomials on [0, 11. 
Unfortunately, interesting sentences only slightly different from those just 
displayed are not subject to the results of [5], although their scope is actually 
wider than the description above suggests. A sentence 
where p, d, and the ~i’s are polynomials with integer coefficients, might arise 
naturally if one studied Hilbert’s seventeenth problem; but since Vy (p(x, y) z 0) 
*Part of the research reported here was supported by a Sage Graduate Fellowship at Cornell 
University. 
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obeys (I), and not (II), the earlier results do not apply. The following pages will 
bridge this gap by proving, for sentences Vx (&f(r) + 3y N(x, y)) built from 
formulae M, N obeying (I), a result analogous to that obtained in [5]. 
But before indulging in fresh complications one should point out what makes 
them necessary. The definition of truth in Scott’s model implies that Vx (M(x) --, 
3y N(x, y)) holds in the model just in case IIMcf)]] E 113~ Ncf, y)]l for every 
continuous f: Ow + R” (there being m x’s and n y’s). If M and N obey (I), this 
last condition holds just when 
where the quantifiers range over continuous real-valued functions on @CU (f’s and 
g’s), points of Ow (p, q), and open subsets of Ow (U). One must thus provide a 
continuous g : Ow 3 R”, solving the algebraic problem 
N.Cq), g(q)) 
on a neighborhood of p, when the continuous f: mm + R" already obeys M on a 
neighborhood of p. One need not, as in the problem considered in Part 1 of [5], 
provide a g when presented with an arbitrary continuous $ That problem 
produces the present one when relativized to JU = {X E IF!,” : M(x)}, and one might 
hope that the solution of the former, suitably relativized, would solve the latter as 
well. 
Much of the earlier proof does relativize, and Part 1 of this essay shows how a 
relativized version of ‘good N-point’, together with properties of functions 
analogous to the A-universal functions of [5], allows one to solve the present 
problem. What does not relativize, in an obvious way, is the definition of the 
A-universal functions. Given A G JU open in JU, one can carry out the 
construction of [2, p. 2401 to obtain a continuous f: ww + A. If & is itself 
open - as it is when M obeys (II)-one can build f by associating, with the nodes 
of ‘Oo, ordinary closed balls which happen to be contained in JU. f will then be a 
universal function whose range is contained in JH, and so will enjoy the mapping 
property of universal functions by the proof in [5]. But if & is not open, one 
cannot demand that the balls associated with nodes of <Ow be ordinary balls. 
Different ones may not be homeomorphic, and the proof, in [5], of the crucial 
mapping property of universal functions does not work when R” is replaced by a 
space which looks different from point to point. When .& is not open, therefore, 
one must both work with universal functions having a weaker mapping 
property - as in Part 1 - and build, by a method more complicated than in [2], 
functions enjoying this property. Once Part 2 performs this task, the new theorem 
is proved, and some remarks concerning its meaning and possible application 
bring the essay to an end. 
The terminology, notation, and results of [5] will figure, largely without 
comment, in all that follows, but any new items will be explained when 
introduced. 
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Part 1 
This first section will describe, and largely justify, an algorithm which acts as 
follows. If M(xl, . . . , x,) and N(xl, . . . , x,, y,, . . . , y,J are real-algebraic 
predicates, the algorithm produces another such predicate G(x, y) with the 
property that, if M and N obey (I) of the Introduction, then 
holds in Scott’s model if and only if 
vx (M(x) + JY G(x, Y)) 
is true. 
The predicate G relativizes, to M, the notion of ‘good N-point’ used in [5]. 
Thus if x0 E IR” and y. E R”, (x0, yo) E R! mfn is a good (M, N)-point just in case 
44(x0) and x0 has a neighborhood A c R” such that any continuous f: wo + A fl 
JU sending p E wo to x0 has a continuous g : mm + R”, sending p to yo, for which 
NV(q), g(q)) when q E Ow. G(x, y) will be a translation, into real-algebraic 
terms, of ‘(x, y) is a good (M, N)-point’. 
[5] first proves directly that VX 3y N(x, y) holds in Scott’s model just when 
every x lies beneath a good N-point (x, y); only after this proof does an inductive 
argument translate ‘good N-point’ into the language of real-closed fields. While 
the argument below translates ‘good (M, N)-point’ before establishing its 
relevance to truth in Scott’s model, the current proof relies, as its ancestor did, on 
a class of functions with a special mapping property. The A-universal functions, 
where A c R” is a nonempty open set, become the (A, M, %)-functions when 
relativized to M(x) and a fixed M-invariant c.a.d. %? of R” (for an explanation of 
‘c.a.d.‘, see [5]). Every (A, M, %)-function f is a continuous surjection, of Ow 
onto A fl .I& enjoying the following properties: 
(i) Every f”B,, where z E <Oo, is open in Ju, and every f 1 B, yields, by means 
of the obvious homeomorphism h, : w o M B,, an (A’, M, %)-function for some 
open A’ G R” with A’ f-1~2 =f’B,. 
(ii) Suppose that C,, is a cell of % and that every point of A - C,, has a 
neighborhood, every point of which lies in a cell whose rank is greater than CO’s. 
If g : Ow + A fl Co is continuous and f(p) = g(q) =x, 
h:Wco + ww making 
(“o,p) A (A nJu,x) 
commute. 
(So that (ii) will apply when m = 0, one must extend the notion of c.a.d. to the 
one-point space R”, the only c.a.d. of which contains just the open cell R”.) Of 
then there is a continuous 
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course, these properties neither determine the (A, M, %)-functions nor show that 
they exist, and the task of Part 2 will be to prove 
(iii) If A c R” is a neighborhood of x E JIX, there is a neighborhood A’ E A of x 
and an (A ‘, M, %)-function 5 
Asssuming all these results, one proves by induction on the number m of 
variables x the equivalence of the following conditions, where x0 E R” and 
y,ER”: 
(1) (x0, y,J is a good (M, N)-point. 
(2) (-r a, 0 sa is Y ) t’ fi es a certain real-algebraic condition obtained effectively from 
M and N (and defined inductively below). 
(3) There is a neighborhood A c R” of x0, an (A, M, %)-function fo, and a 
continuous go: ww + R” such that dfo(po), go(po)) = (x0, yo) for some p. E mm and 
WXs), go(q)) for all 4 E %J. 
Collins’ algorithm yields the definitions of the cells of %, a c.a.d. of R” induced 
by a c.a.d. of R”+” which is both M- and N-invariant. Once (l)-(3) have been 
shown equivalent, one can complete the proof by showing that when M(x) and 
N(x, Y) obey (I), 
Vx (M(x) + 3y N(x, y)) holds in Scott’s model 
if and only if VX (M(x) + 3y ((x, y) is a good (M, N)-point)). 
One goes from right to left exactly as in the corresponding proof of [5]. 
Conversely, if one assumes the left-hand side and is given x E JU, (iii) above 
provides an (A, M, %)-function f which sends some p E mm to x. By assumption, 
therefore, there is a continuous g : @cu + R” such that NV(q), g(q)) for all q in a 
neighborhood U of p. If & c U is a clopen neighborhood of p, f’ = (f 1 I?,) 0 h, 
is by (i) an (A’, M, %)-function for some neighborhood A’ E R” of x, and 
wf(s), g’(q)) 
for all q l Oo, where g’=g 0 h,:W o + IR” is continuous. Thus the equivalence 
of (3) with (1) implies that 
df’((WW7 g’((Q%))) = (x7 g(P)) 
is a good (M, N)-point, and so the two sides of the biconditional above are 
equivalent if (l)-(3) are. 
To start the induction one must consider the case m = 0, in which M is a 
sentence. As in the earlier proof, conditions (1) and (3) collapse to 
the real-algebraic condition required by (2). 
One may thus assume that there are m > 0 variables x and an algorithm which, 
presented with real-algebraic formulae M(x) and N(x, y) containing fewer than m 
variables X, produces a real-algebraic formula making (l)-(3) equivalent. To 
produce an algorithm performing the same task for formulae M(x) and N(x, y) 
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containing m variables x, one argues, as in [5], by induction on the ranks of cells 
in a certain c.a.d. of R”. Use Collins’ algorithm to obtain definitions D,(X) of the 
cells C, of a c.a.d. % of IF!” induced by a c.a.d. of I$“+” which is both M- and 
N-invariant. As in the earlier argument, one need obtain only formulae G,(x, y) 
making (l)-(3) equivalent for n E C, and y E R’“. Because good (M, N)-points 
project down into JIX, one need construct Go’s only for those Cm’s with ranks in 
C = {rk(o) : C, G Jt} 
(one can effectively determine which C~‘s are contained in A). One constructs 
the G,‘s by a downward induction on the elements of C; in what follows x0 will 
belong to C, s J?% and y, will be a point in R”. 
If rk(a) is maximal in %, let G&V, y) be 
M(x) & N(4 Y). 
Certainly (1) implies (2) for this G,. To show that (2) implies (3) and that (3) 
implies (l), apply Lemma 2(b) of [5] to obtain a neighborhood A0 G R” of x0 
such that every point of A0 - Co has a neighborhood, every point of which lies in 
a cell whose rank is greater than rk(a). Because rk(a) is maximal in C, one 
concludes that 
If (2) holds, an easy analogue of [51’s Lemma 3 yields a neighborhood Al E R” of 
x0 and a continuous F :A1 fl C, + R”, sending x0 to yo, such that N(x, F(x)) for 
all x E Al fl Co. (iii) above produces an (A, M, %)-functionfo for some neighbor- 
hood A E A0 fl Al of x0. Since A0 n A, fl Jt E C,, one can define the continuous 
function go : ow * R” by 
and go will satisfy the demands of (3) because x0 E ran(fo) and F is a continuous 
solution to N. Finally, if (3) holds, p. will have a clopen neighborhood B, 
contained in Cfo)-‘Ao, and so (i) allows one to assume that A is contained in Ao. 
But then every point of A - Co belongs to A0 - C,, and thus to a cell whose rank 
is greater than CO’s. Iff: Ow + A fl .dJt is continuous and sends p E OCN to x0, then 
ran(f) c A0 n Jll c C,, and (ii) gives a continuous h : oo + mm making 
(%.I, po) A (A n 4 %I 
hT A 
commute. Letting g = go 0 h, one obtains the continuous function needed to 
make (x0, yo) a good (M, N)-point. (l)-(3) are therefore equivalent if rk(a) is 
maximal in C and G&X, y) is M(x) & N(x, y). 
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Suppose now that rk(a) is not maximal in C but that for every C, E JU with 
rk(t) > rk(a) there is a formula G,(x, y) as above. One constructs G,,(x, y) much 
as in [S]. First there is 
N’(x, Y> = v 
C,cA,rk(s)>rk(a) 
k&(x) & G& Y)I, 
a real-algebraic equivalent of ‘good (M, N)-point’ for x in cells, contained in JU, 
of rank greater than rk(o). Then W(X’, y) is 
VX” [D,(X) + N(x, y) & VE > 0 36 > 0 VU (IX - U] < 6 & 1 D,(U) & M(u) 
+ %J (Iv - u I < E & N’(u, v)))], 
where there are m new variables U, n new variables u, and x’ (x”) is a list, ordered 
as x is, of those xi’s for which (rk(a)),_, is 1 (0). Note that N” differs from the 
corresponding formula of [5] in the relativization of u to M. Since rk(a) is not 
maximal (in C), W(X’, y) has d <m variables x, as does 
M”(d) = Vx” (D,(x) -+ M(x)). 
By the induction hypothesis on m, therefore, one effectively obtains a real- 
algebraic formula W’(x’, y) such that for z. E Rd and w. E R” 
(zo, WV,,) is a good (M”, N”)-point if and only if N”‘(.zo, wo). 
W’(x’, y) can serve as G,(x, y). 
To prove this claim one must show (l)-(3) equivalent when N”’ is the formula 
mentioned in (2). Merely the existence, as in (iii), of (A, M, %)-functions 
produces (3) from (l), and so only the inferences from (2) to (1) and from (3) to 
(2) remain. As mentioned in [5], one can unwind the definition of ‘good 
(ZW’, N”)-point’ to conclude that G,(x,, yo) holds just when 
(4) There is a neighborhood A c R” of x0 such that any continuousf: wo + 
A rl C,, sending p E oo to x0 has a continuous g : oo + IR”, sending p to yo, for 
which 
NCf( q), g(q)) & Ve > 0 36 > 0 Vu (/J(q) - u/ < 6 & 7 D,(u) & M(u) 
+ 3tJ (I&) - v I < E di N’(u, v))) 
whenever q E -co. 
One thus need prove merely that (4) implies (1) and that (3) implies (4). 
(4) implies (1) by the corresponding argument of [5], modified only so that N 
replaces M and the topological space JH replaces R”. To get the argument going, 
for example, one must show that 
(5) VU E (A fl Jt) - C,, 3u ((u, u) is a good (M, N)-point) 
can be assumed without loss of generality. Lemma 2(b) of [5] allows one to 
suppose that every u E (A fl .dt) - Co lies in a cell whose rank is greater than Cc%. 
If f: Oco ---, A% is the constant function with value x0, q is any point of @o, and 
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E = 1, (4) provides corresponding g : OOJ --, R” and 6 > 0, and 
vu (IX0 - U] < 6 & -I D,(u) & M(u) + 3v N’(u, v)). 
Since M defines & and Do defines C,, 
vu E (B(xo, 6) l-l “&/II) - c, 3v N’(u, U), 
and since every u E (A fl dt) - Co lies in a cell whose rank is greater than Co’s, the 
definition of N’ implies that 
Vu E (A n B(x,,, 6)fl.d)- C,, 3v ((u, v) is a good (M, N)-point). 
Thus A II B(q,, 6) may replace A in (5) as well as in (4), and one may assume 
that both (4) and (5) hold as required. As before, then, Lemma 2(b) allows one 
to assume that every x EA - C,, has a neighborhood in R”, every point of which 
lies in a cell whose rank is greater than C,‘s, and that R :A 4 A fl C, is a 
retraction. Thus A il Co is closed in A - and so also in A ll.4 - and N’(x, y) 
singles out good (M, N)-points for x’s in (A fl.42) - C,. These facts allow one to 
complete the derivation of (1) from (4) exactly as in [5]. 
The proof that (3) implies (4) also follows the lines drawn in [5], though the 
isolation of properties (i)-(iii) actually may simplify the proof. Assume (3). 
Lemma 2(b) of [5] gives x a neighborhood A,c_ Iw" such that every point of 
A0 - C,, has a neighborhood, every point of which lies in a cell whose rank is 
greater than CO’s. Because p. has a neighborhood B, c dfo)-'Ao, one may assume 
that A GA, by (i). Letf: “‘0 3 A n C, be a continuous function sending p E mm 
to x0, Since A - C, c A0 - C,, (ii) provides a continuous h : OCII * ww making 
(Qh PO) -Jb (A n 4 x0) 
commute. If g = go 0 h, then g: Oo --z R” is continuous, g(p) =yo, and 
NV(q), g(q)) for all q E mm since the same relation holds between fo and g,. 
Suppose q E OO_I and E > 0. go’s continuity yields a clopen neighborhood Be of 
h(q) with 
diam(gbBO) < E. 
By (i), fiBo is open in Jll, and so there is a 6 > 0 with 
(f(q) - u( -=c 6, w h ere u E Ju - C,,, then u = fo(r) for some I E Be, and so 
/g(q) -go(r)] = Igo( -go(r)] < s. 
Since u E ran(&) GA,, u has a neighborhood A' c [w", every point of which lies 
in a cell whose rank is greater than CO’s. Thus I has a clopen neighborhood 
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By c Cfo)-‘A’. By (9, f’ = dfo 1 By> 0 h, will be an (A”, M, %)-function-where 
A” is a neighborhood of u such that A” I-I Ju =f;B,, -with 
NV(s), go a US)) 
for all s E mu and 
Cf’m>-‘w>~ go o w4-v))) = (4 go(r)>. 
Because (l)-(3) are equivalent on cells C, E & with rk(r) > rk(u), (u, go(r)) is a 
good (M, N)-point, N’ is true at (u, g,(r)), and (4) follows from (3). 
One concludes that (l)-(3) are equivalent when G, is the formula mentioned in 
(2) and x0 E C,. A downward induction on rk(a) E C thus yields all the formulae 
G, needed to prove (l)-(3) equivalent when x0 E R”, and induction on m yields 
an algorithm producing the formula of (2), no matter how many variables x 
appear in M(x) and N(x, y). Given (i)-(iii), one can therefore analyze sentences 
VX (M(x) + 3y N(x, y)) in the desired manner. 
Part 2 
Part 1 assumes the existence, as stated in (iii), of functions obeying (i) and (ii), 
and this assumption must now be justified. For any real-algebraic predicate 
M(x1, . . * , x,) and M-invariant c.a.d. ‘% of R”, an inductive argument down- 
ward on the elements of C = {rk(a): C, E JH} will produce, for every C, G Ju 
(={nEW:M(X)}), a class F0 of continuous surjections f : mu * A n .I& where 
A intersects C, and is an open subset of C, U iJrk~t~,rk~o~ C,. 9 = iJcocJ S## will 
serve as the class of (A, M, %)-functions, where A varies over sufficiently many 
open subsets of R” to ensure the truth of (iii). Since JU is partitioned by the &‘s 
it contains, 8 will satisfy (i)-(iii) if the following conditions are met whenever 
C,C.lH/ll: 
(i)’ IffEgOandte <wcu, f”B, is open in Ju and 
fOh,E u E. 
C, G A,rk(s) * rk(o) 
(ii)’ If f E so, g : ww + ran(f) n C, is continuous, and f@) = g(q) =x, then 
there is a continuous h: *w + Ow making 
(Wo, p) f\ (ran VI, xl 
hT / 
(ww, s> 
commute. 
(iii)’ If A E R” is a neighborhood of x E C,, then there is a neighborhood 
A’cAofxandanf~9~withrangeA’r\.M. 
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Note that the hypothesis of (ii)’ only seems weaker than the hypothesis of (ii): 
since ran(Y) E C, U Urk(rj>rk(o~ C, for f E SO, the restriction on A - C,, needed in 
(ii) is automatically satisfied by Lemma 2(b) of [5]. 
To start the induction, suppose that C, c Ju and rk(a) is maximal in C. If 
A E R” is a neighborhood of x E C,, Lemma 2(b) of [5] provides a neighborhood 
A’ GA of x such that every point of A’ - C, lies in a C, with rk(r) > rk(o). By 
the hypothesis on rk(a), therefore, 
A’fl.ki=A’fTC,. 
A’ II C,, is open in C,, and so $(A’ rl Co) is open in &CO and in Rdimco), q, 
being a homeomorphism with &CO open in Rdimco) (see Lemma 2(a) of [5]). 
Lemma 1 of [5] thus provides a $(A’ fl CO)-universal function g, and 
f = (%X1 o g 
is a continuous surjection of wo onto A’ rl C, = A’ rl Jll. Let 9, be the class of all 
continuous surjections obtained in the manner described. 
SO clearly satisfies (iii)‘. Because Lemma l’s construction of universal functions 
makes every g”B, open in Rdimco) and every g 0 h, a universal function, every 
f’& = (7GJ1g”& will be open in Ju - (q,)-’ is a homeomorphism, and C, is 
open in Ju - and every f 0 h, will belong to go. Thus (i)’ holds. Finally, if 
f’ : wo + ran@) fl CO =A’ n Co is continuous and f(p) =f’(q), n, 0 f’ : “‘co --$ 
&(A’ n Co) is continuous and g@) = (q, 0 f)(p) = (no 0 f’)(q). g being $(A rl 
C,,)-universal, there is a continuous h : mu + urn making 
(wc% P) L (4KA’ n CO), g(p)) 
commute, and by applying (n,))’ to the diagram one finds that 
tww P) f, (A’ n Co> f(p)> 
“T lif’ 
cww 4) 
commutes. When rk(a) is maximal in C, therefore, one can find classes SO of 
functions meeting (i)‘-(iii)‘. 
Suppose now that CO E Jll, rk(a) is not maximal in C, and to every C, c JR with 
rk(z) > rk(a) there corresponds a class sz of functions obeying (i)‘-(iii)‘. Let 9’ 
be the class of all functions (3t,)-i 0 f, where f: Oo + A is an A-universal 
function built as in Lemma 1 of [5], A is a nonempty open subset of $C,,, and 
(x,)-l A c R” - cl(& - C,). The functions of 9’ are thus built exactly as were 
the functions previously considered, and will obey (i)‘-(iii)’ for the reasons 
previously given (the last condition on A ensures that ran((nO)-‘of) is open in 
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A). But because rk(a) is not maximal in C, C, may contain points of cl(At - CO), 
and so SO may be larger than 9’. If A c R” is a neighborhood of x E C,,, Lemma 
2(b) of [5] provides x with a neighborhood A’ GA such that every point of 
A’ - Co has a neighborhood, every point of which lies in a C, with rk(r) > rk(a). 
Since di(A’ fl C,,) c lQdimc4 is a neighborhood of Jo,, there is a closed ball 
Z(0) G di(A’ fl Co), of positive radius, whose interior is a neighborhood of no(x). 
Build, as in Lemma 1 of [5], an int(l(0))-universal function fo: ww + int(l(0)). 
Because (.7~~)-’ is continuous, one may assume that 
diam(zO)-‘(Z(p)) < (1 + lh p)-’ 
for p E <w~; here the notation is as in Lemma 1 of [5] except that 1: <Ow -
{O} + S is extended to <Oo in the obvious fashion. For p E <*w let xP be the 
image, under (Ed,)-‘, of the center of l(p). By the inequality above, every 
(G-‘l(p) G B(x~, (I + lh p)-‘). 
If A” E A’ is a neighborhood of x with 
(n,,)-‘(int(l(0))) = A” n Co, 
one may assume that 
A”G ,,c?-, Nx,,, (I+ lh d-‘1. 
Now, every z E [B(x,, (1 + lh p)-‘) rTA” n hi] - C,, = I$ has a neighborhood 
contained in the union of those cells whose rank is greater than rk(a). By the 
induction hypothesis, therefore, z must have a neighborhood A, G IS&,, (1 + 
lh p)-‘) rl A”, disjoint from CO, for which there is a function fz : wo -j, A, n & 
in U~dd,~k~~~>~k~~~ 2Fr. When NP # 0 one can easily show that 
for countably many points zj+ E NP. Finally to obtain a typical member of .P& one 
proceeds as follows: for i < w and p E ‘c0g, h,, is fii,P, if NP # 0, and (n,)-l 0 fo 0 
h,, if NP = 0; for p, q E -co 
f(2. P) = (JdcY O tap), 
f((2. p)Ti + Q-q) =f;.,p(q)j 
where 2 - p (2 - p) is obtained from p (p) by doubling all its entries. f is clearly a 
function from Oo into R”; if 9” is the collection of all such functions f, 9’ U 9” 
can serve as 9,. 
To prove this last claim one need show only that the function f defined above is 
continuous, maps ww onto A” n ~2, and satisfies (i)’ and (ii)‘. Because all the $,,‘s 
are continuous, f is continuous on every basic clopen Bc2.p)-(2i+r), and f’s 
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continuity elswhere follows from the relation 
fnI& E B(x,, (1 + lh p)-‘) 
for all p E <o~. To prove this relation one must distinguish two cases: if NP = 0 
fl)L& E (~)-‘fiB, = (nO)-‘(int(Q))) 
E B(xp, (I+ lh P)-‘); 
if N, # 0, 
E B(x,, (1 + lh PI-‘> U Um4,,, 
G B(xp, (1 + lh p)-‘). 
Thus f is continuous. 
f’s range is the union of the range of (JC~),)-~ 0 fo with the ranges of the &‘s, 
(x,)-l 0 fO’s range is (n,)-‘(int(E(0))) = A” n C,. If N,, = 0, 
ran&,,) = ran((nO)-’ 0 fo 0 hp) = (nO)-‘f;;BP 
= (Jr,)-‘(int(Z(p))) c (no)-‘(int(Z(0))) = A” fl C,,, 
while if N,, # 0, 
ranti,,) = A+ n ~‘4 
where 
f’s range therefore equals the union of A” fl C, with 
U Np = rJliJO ([B(x,, (1 + lh P)-‘1 n A” n&l- co> 
N,#0 P 
= [ ($J B(x,, (I + lh p)-l)) n A” n R] - c,, 
= (A” r-7 J%) - Co. 
f’s range is thus A” rl .k 
To see that f obeys (i)‘, notice first that every &,, does, since the &‘s belong to 
S’UU C&&rk(r)>rk(o) %. Because every f r B(2.p)-(2r+1) is i,, o (h(2~p)-(2i+1))-1, 
the demands of (i)’ are met whenever t extends a sequence (2. p)-(2i + l), and 
so one need worry only about those t’s, all of whose entries are even. Yet 
cf r &.,,) 0 h2.p looks just like f, except that every x, and I(r) is replaced by xP-= 
and Z(p-r). Since (1 + lh(p-r)))’ =S (1 + lh t))‘, the restriction on the sizes of 
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the (;r6,)F1(~( z ‘s is met, and so (f 1 I&,) 0 h2+, belongs to 9” and, from above, >) 
has range open in A. Thusfobeys (i)‘. 
Suppose, at long last, that g : ww + A” rl CO is continuous and f(p) = g(q) for 
some p, q E we. If p = 2 * r, then since q, 0 g maps ww continuously into 
$(A” n CO) = int(l(0)) and fO is int(l(0))-universal, there is a continuous h : o. + 
wu making 
(@o, r) fo, (int (WV), fo(r) = ~&HP))) 
commute. Thus 
also commutes, and the problem is solved if p’s entries are even. Assume that 
p = (2 * p)_(2i + 1) -Y. If NP # 0, ran(&) c_ NP is disjoint from C,. Thus N,, must 
be empty, since f”B(2.p)-(2i+l) = ran&) and f(p) = g(q) E C,. The definition off 
now gives the identity 
f 1 B(2.p)-(2i+l) = (T,-~ o h o h, o Vqz.p)-(zi+-1))-‘. 
Because fo is a universal function built as in Lemma 1 of [5], fO 0 h, is an 
int(l(p))-universal function, and this fact one can exploit to obtain the continuous 
h:Ow + w. desired. 
g(q) ~f”&~)-(2i+l) = (~O)-l(int(Kp))), 
and so by the continuity of g and of .7t, there is an initial segment z of q with 
nO”g”& c int(l(p)). 
Since fO(hp(r-)) = m&(p)) = n&(q)), the mapping prop-0 
continuous h ’ : Ow + o~ making 
(“(% y) “’ hp ’ (int (W), Mh, (3)) 
“{ /-z. 
(Ow, (h,)-‘(q)) 
commute. So 
of fO 0 h, yields a 
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also commutes. To extend h~2.p1-~2i+1) 0 h’ 0 (hS)-l to a continuous map, on all of 
Ow, which still makes the triangle commute, pick an s E mu - &. q, 0 g maps mm 
continuously into int(1(0)), the range of fO: so .7~, 0g(s) =fo(t) for some t E ow. 
Because Ow - B, is homeomorphic to OCO and fo is int(E@))-universal, there is a 
continuous h” : wo - B, + wo which makes 
(w(j4 t) -L= (int (@)), $44) 
(“w - B,, s) 
commute. Thus 
(OW, 24) f, (A” n JK g(s)) 
?.h*T / 
(“w - Bz, s) 
commutes, and, B, and ww - B, being disjoint clopen sets, 
h = (2 . h”) u (h~2.p~-~2i+l~ 0 h’ 0 (hJl) 
is a continuous map, of ww into itself, which makes 
’ (TII, p) f, (A”n &f(p)) 
hT / 
commute. Whatever the nature of p, then, f satisfies (ii)‘. 
By a downward induction on rk(o) E C, therefore, one obtains classes SO 
meeting (i)‘-(iii)’ for all CO G Jll. As already noted, 9 = lJCOEA SO serves as the 
set of (A, M, %)-functions, A varying over a sufficiently large class of open 
subsets of RF. Thus conditions (i)-(iii) hold and the last gap in the justification of 
Part l’s algorithm is filled. 
Conclusion 
Just as in [5], one can improve the result just established in several ways. Thus 
if there is only one variable x, then Vx (M(x) += 3y N(x, y)), where M(x) and 
N(x) Y) obey (0, will hold in Scott’s model if and only if every x0 E & = 
{x E R : M(x)} has a neighborhood A G R and a continuous function F :A n dl + 
IR” for which N(x, F(x)) when x E A fl .I@. This result need not, however, hold 
when there is more than one variable x. In general, VX (M(x) -+ 3y N(x, y)) is 
true in the model just when there are y’s, satisfying N(x, y), which vary 
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continuously with x’s satisfying M(x): continuously, in the sense in which a root 
of a polynomial varies continuously with its coefficients. Finally, one may replace 
N(x, y) by a finite disjunction Vi ZVi(X, y), and 
vX 
( 
M(x) + 3Y y Ni@J Y) 
> 
2 
where A4 and the Ni’S obey (I), will hold in Scott’s model just in case 
is true, each Gi(X, y) being a real-algebraic equivalent of ‘(x, y) is a good 
(M, Ni)-point . ’ 
But even without these improvements, the current result holds interest because 
many important theorems of classical real algebra fall under its sway. By 
Theorem 1 of [5], for example, one can write out a first-order sentence, of the 
type subject to the new result, which says that a positive semidefinite form in n 
variables and of degree d is the sum of the squares of k rational functions whose 
numerators and denominators have degree at most 1. Because Hilbert’s seven- 
teenth problem has a solution in every real-closed field, the compactness theorem 
allows one to assume that the sentence is classically true’. Its status in Scott’s 
model, determined in principle by the result of Part 1, is therefore a matter of 
interest, since sentences ubject to the result are true if true in the model. Similar 
remarks apply to versions of Stengle’s Nullstellensatz and Positivstellensatz [6]. 
But their status in Scott’s model is, as yet, unknown. Hilbert’s seventeenth 
problem can be solved in the model, but this result has been proved neither by 
using Part l’s algorithm nor by showing, directly, that approximations to the 
coefficients of the rational functions can be obtained from approximations to the 
coefficients of the positive semidefinite form. Delzell instead proves a stronger 
result: the coefficients of the rational functions are continuous, semialgebraic 
functions of the form’s coefficients [l, p. 391. Whether his methods can similarly 
improve Stengle’s theorems is not yet clear, but Delzell’s techniques may prove 
more efficient than the brute-force method of the last paragraph. Even if Part l’s 
algorithm should be feasible, studying Stengle’s theorems by checking classically 
valid sentences for truth in Scott’s model may take too much time. Classically 
valid bounds on the number of polynomials needed to represent other polyno- 
mials in special ways need not work when one imposes continuity requirements. 
For example, Delzell represents positive semidefinite quadratic forms as sums of 
squares of linear forms whose coefficients vary continuously with those of the 
quadratic form; but he uses far more linear forms than he would if continuity 
1 Certain theorems of real algebra hold only in Archimedean ordered fields and so do not yield, via 
the compactness theorem, classically true schemata which might hold in Scott’s model. See [3, pp. 
28-331, for an interesting example. 
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were not an issue [l, pp. 51-41. Since the smallest bounds which work classically 
may thus not work in Scott’s model, one should not waste time considering, in the 
model, all instances of a classically valid schema corresponding to, say, the 
Positivstellensatz. The author hopes to determine, in another paper, whether 
Stengle’s theorems hold in Scott’s model and-if they do-whether one can 
establish this fact without producing continuous functions as in Delzell’s work. 
Since truth in Scott’s model does not, superficially, demand the existence of 
continuous functions, one might hope to prove the result desired without working 
as hard as Delzell does. 
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